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About This Game

Take command of a vast interstellar empire and safeguard your species from total extinction in a procedurally generated 3D
galaxy (with the option to flatten it) from 1 System to 10,000+! Prove your species' ingenuity through a deep and intricate

combat system where anything (from individual components on ships to the stars themselves) is a target of opportunity.

Twist other Empires into submitting to your galaxy-class wit with diplomacy and wheel-and-deal your way to supremacy.

Research new kinds of weapons, engines, shields, and more, all of which retain their unique benefits as the game progresses,
with a research web whose contents are shuffled every game at your option.

Exploit interstellar phenomena such as asteroid belts and stars and exploit them for yourself or destroy them to deny your foes.
Create and destroy new worlds through advanced technological research.

Match your strategy against up to 10 other opponents (online or LAN-linked). Save the game when dawn breaks and boot it
back up at dusk. It isn't over until you say it is! Drop in and drop out at any point; disconnecting players will not disrupt the

game!

Your weapons, your ships, your rules: Almost the entire game can be modified through Notepad! Easily add new models and
particle effects to the game with “out-of-the-box” developer tools. Create new weapons in seconds; create new AIs through

scripts! The Galaxy is yours!

Key features:
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Vast, Procedurally Generated Galaxies

Intricate Ship Design and Exciting Combat

Unique Research System

Race Creation

Easy to use interface, complex gameplay

Engaging AI opponents

Extensive modding support

Multiplayer

Original Soundtrack

Much more to come!
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Overall a pretty good addition to Choice of Games' lineup. It ends somewhat abruptly but is cheap enough and enjoyable enough
for me to forgive this flaw, but that might be because I like the setting.

If you like the sound of being an officer of a vessel in a world that resembles Napoleonic era Earth, then you'll probably like
this.. Note: Was Given the game for free, but I'm not obligated to give it a good review. So yay freedom of speech.

I've played almost no time, but here's why I recommend it.

It's a few dollars, it's on sale. And It's not the worst thing I've ever played. Not the best looking, or feeling FPS in the world,
but... Not the worst. The War Z was still less of a game than this $3 or whatever title.

It's a cartoony early access FPS game. I have no idea how well it plays, because it's 10:00pm EST and no one seems to be
playing the game. All the more reason to buy it, so I can write a proper review.

The game has some major kinks to work out, starting with the awful resolutions on some of the text, and the terrible texturing
that looks like the magic want tool did an awful job when ripping assets from some photo manipulation/ creation program (ie
paint . net, or photoshop). That sniper sight looks awful when you ads haha.

It's a few bucks, it's charming, and it isn't the biggest waste of money. I'll definitely give it a more in-depth review on actual
gameplay when there's people online to shoot. Maybe a shooting range, or some stationairy bots with little to no ai would even
be nice to shoot at, or to shoot at me. Idk. Anything top break the silent hill feel of a TDM with no one playing.

It does have 9 maps to start off with though. The farm is actually quite charming. And I believe there's 2-3 AWP style themed
arenas just for people who love sniping.

Overall, it's not horrible for its price at all. I'd still like to find some other players though.. As it's been mentioned plenty already,
this can be seen as an alternative to Limbo, and as such, I'll review it with that in mind. In my opinion, there are very few things
the game does right, and there's a lot that it does wrong.

GAMEPLAY
There are neat interactive puzzles from time to time which you figure out from clues around the area - or
unfortunately, by bruteforcing the answer before you get stabbed in the back. With Limbo, a case could be made for
being extra careful to not die, but this game forces you too many times to guess right, or die trying. It leaves the player
feeling like the game took a cheap shot at them, rather than making them think, "I could have avoided that." The other
challenge comes with timing. It's sometimes fun, and sometimes frustrating. It's fun when it's obvious you messed up, but
that's not always the case (as I said, guess or die trying).

CONTROLS
The character feels slow, but smooth when it's working well. Sometimes, you may find yourself getting stuck floating on a
ledge, jumping very little, or being killed by horrible collision detection. You get teleported sometimes, which didn\u2019t
impact my gameplay, but takes away from the immersion and mood the environment is trying to set.

VISUALS, ENVIRONMENT, & SOUND
This game copies the visual essence of Limbo, and changes some things to make it unique. The idea of a more variable color
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palette while keeping the eerie feeling one gets when playing Limbo is good, but poorly executed. The environments change
abruptly between levels, and the overall design feels less interesting and more lazy.

Freeing people (read: collecting them), jumping, activating, and many other sound effects seem to come out of the default
resource pack that comes with the engine. These sounds pop out in a way that doesn't blend well with the rest of the game. A
decent soundtrack enhances the mood, but gets interrupted here and there when going through certain zones within the level.
After 18 levels, the game became boring, and the puzzles were not enough for me to keep playing.

SO... SHOULD YOU BUY IT?
If you loved Limbo and want more of it, wait for Limbo 2. If you're interested in this type of game and haven't played
Limbo yet, get Limbo instead. If you just want to play another puzzle platformer that won't take up much of your time, this is
a good choice.
. Though simplistic, a test for the brain and keened eye.
Most can be rather straightforward, few with a headache twist.
Either you see it or you don't, rake your brains and eventually you would see how simple it was at the first place.

Work backwards from end point.

As always Playable,
enjoys the kind puzzles of the series.

. It's a lot like I remember the old Might and Magic or Bard's Tale games from, uh, a long time ago. The combat is good,
with some suprising combos. The story line has good pacing with just enough quests to keep you moving, but not so many that
you've got a lot of loose ends. It's good for a completionist like me. The artwork is quite good, I really liked the style, though
the artist has a penchant for scantily clad evil women.

There's not much dynamic about the world. You don't see creatures moving anywhere, like in Grimrock, you wander through
the dungeons until a random or predetermined battle results.

The bottom line is it was well worth my time and money.. Ether One

I really enjoyed this game.

It's a horrible story about death and neurodegenerative illness. Get some tissues. Honestly, go, get tissues.

Kind of like the early Myst titles, you actually have to think about how to solve the puzzles, and they actually do progress
logically (as opposed to puzzle games where you have to figure out wtf the dev was thinking about on that particular day at
that particular moment). Research shows that engaging the brain with puzzles can help to fend off the neurodegenerative
a$$hat family.

There are a lot of notes in here, you have to read them, you have to remember them, you may need to make some notes of
your own. If you're not into reading, you're going to want to change that, or miss a great game - your choice.

100% you should play this exceptional game.

Redux

When you buy this you also get the new completely rebuilt (with UE4) version, Ether One Redux. Dont bother with it. Spent 4
hours having an awesome time playing Redux, - laughing at all the idiots who couldn't get it to work properly - when
suddenly a fatal error appeared, rendering the game unplayable.

Yes, I tried a milion fixes. Many people said the achievements aren't popping, mine worked. However, like a bazillion other
people, the game was loading in Swedish (which is incredibly irritating when you're restarting every few minutes to see if
you've circumvented or fixed the fatal error). No, updating the .ini didn't help. Just in case you're thinking "duh, bet you
haven't got the patch", I purchased\/downloaded this after all the patches had been released. My computer specs are so far
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above and beyond whats necessary to play Redux but still it died. Stone cold dead.

The only differences I noticed (and I was really keeping an eye out for the differences) were updated graphics in Redux
(which is what the dev's said). The changes were really nice, smooth, more 'modern', and suited the theme better, but not that
great and different.

I recommend not wasting time with Redux, just go straight to the original.. I'm going to keep this nice and short ... because
that's exactly what the game is: A collection of fantastic puzzles, and a relatively short play-through time. It's a Myst-type
game, and done well. The only reason the playtime isn't lengthy is that the storyline doesn't have miles and miles of exploring
and walking around like Myst ones do. You simply walk into rooms and buildings (FANTASTICALLY well rendered ones),
find the puzzles, solve them, and proceed through the levels. That doesn't really make it 'no-frills'; on the contrary, it makes
it solidly interesting the whole way through. Totally worth it.

Only negative I can think of, is the narration. There's an interesting philosophical narative going on, and I enjoyed about
95% of it. There was a puzzle I was trying to work on, and the narrator/character talked through most of it. Most of his
blathering is pretty interesting, but THAT one interfered when my mind was trying to work on a puzzle. The story WAS
interesting, but as I wouldn't mind playing through the game puzzles again in a few years, I don't think I'd enjoy listening to
the story a second time.. i love this game and have been playing the flash version since i was a kid, but i cant seem to get past
how complicated they've made it. its alot of fun, and if your used to the controls its not a problem, but the controls for the
flash version were extremly simple and thats what made the game that much more enjoyable. the controls now are a bit
complex and not easy to learn, especially coming from playing the flash version.
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permanent backpack pages.
70% dragon 2 player mount, that travels over water and can be custom colored.
sword soul wings can be +'d to give xp\/tp\/drop rate, and custom statted however you wish.
right clicking them produces a visual effect when they are equipped.
the puss-in-boots gives
3 stamina, 3 wisdom, 3 dexterity, 3 strength, 3 intelligence attribute buff per pet level.

the costume can go in your players magic wardrobe and be worn over any gear.
infinite uses and free color customization for any costume in the magic wardrobe.. I like the idea of this game. However, there's
several frustrating things about it. First and foremost, the gameplay is very clunky. It seems that nothing snaps into where it
should be. I did several puzzles where the shapes were put haphazardly in the general area where it was supposed to be but
looked very little like it should and the game indeed took it as a solved puzzle. The VR environments (different rooms), were
generic, but since you're focused on the puzzle that really doesn't matter too much in this type of game.

And I never found a way to make things look nice (the finished puzzle). I couldn't turn without physically turning as the only
options I saw in the conroller was to teleport, grab and see the menu. I would often have trouble grabbing items. The most
frustrating part of the game was that sometimes I was just getting a puzzle piece close to the others and it caused the whole thing
to collapse. Plus puzzle pieces would fly back to their original placements at the start.

I never found the puzzles themselves difficult, just the process of putting them together because of the clunkiness. I wasn't
having fun. I have no idea why these puzzles are even put on the floor. Why not on a table so they are easier to grab and put
down. And you can grab items at a distance, but I didn't see how to bring them closer to you.

So the game is currently on sale for $2.39. It's a very tough call. I think this can be a very nice game. It's just not there yet.
Sorry, but I hope to change my review with future updates that improve the gameplay.

Rate 4.5\/10. Loved the "Making of documentary". Really shows how much men hours and effort go into making a true gem out
of a game. Crazy work hours are put into the game daily by people who worked on it. Makes you appreciate what you have on
your monitor much more. Primarily bought this upgrade due to it and it was worth it.

Almanac is a bit hard to read with the medieval ages style of letters but otherwise provides you with a nice jumping point into
the game which otherwise is a bit chaotic in the early stages for new players.

Wallpapers are nice - have one on my desktop now.

26 soundtracks from the game are available to listen to.

Map is OK but nothing to really strive for.

Ringtones might be ok to use to some - I probably won't use them.

Worth it when on discount like I snatched it on 60% off - personally wouldn't pay the full price for it although the documentary
is really great and if money is no problem definitely go for it.. i think this is an AMAZING game, great music and good
gameplay. a lot like the landfall games! Maybe add more optimisation tho, i have a low end pc and can barely run it, great game
:D. Linden lab is working on something new, and so they have dumped Patterns. My advice: whatever they come up with next
don't buy, they'll only do to you again. Spent money in promises and cool ideas they've been showing... Got very disappointed..
For the price I have no idea why anyone is complaining. I would love to see this game expanded or even better see a sequal to
this game that is more indepth with a higher price tag.

I played the game for 18+ hours. Try and find that much fun for £2.79.

I give this game a buy on beer to gameplay ratio as it's only the cost of a beer which can be gone in 30m and I got alot more
enjoyment then that out of the game.
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On a sidenote I also want to compliment the developer on fixing bugs and giving updates since the last time I played the game..
Eh it's fine. Make a character, forget that hands exist for holding things, and breeze through. It's fun for the first 5 minutes
before you realize "Oh. That's the whole game..."
4/10, Would recomend, but it's just not good enough.. Unlike many of the other negative reviews, I am not going to really knock
the combat system. The amount of customization that went into this RPG Maker game is pretty impressive. From a technical
standpoint, I'm not displeased. The character design and artistic direction also overall remains satisfactory.

Where things fall apart actually is the writing. It falls flat more often than not. You'll start a mission or side story and just as
things begin to seem interesting, or you're invested in a cause, it immediately ends. For example, one of the last story missions I
did involved me learning more about a shady finance company in town. The two main characters get involved in the plot, and
then I sneak inside the building. It is not much of a scenario, we're done in less than five minutes with hardly a hitch other than
one guy who tries to beat me up as I leave. The conclusion of the situation isn't even brought up in the ending, I simply return to
my home and then can continue to the next part of the story where then in the next scenario I learn the company closed down.
But why, how, I'm left with questions and I wish they were addressed.

There is no problem with the idea of playing town vigilantes or heroes or thieves, or whatever exactly I'm suppose to be. But the
execution leaves a lot to be desired. The townspeople did not grow on me, nor did I connect with the main characters either.
And that's a shame, cause this kind of idea really could work well if just a bit more effort was put into the writing quality.. Goes
on a little longer than it should for a game that doesn't change its formula, but it's good fun.. 75% wasn't quite enough off, bad
laucher and a mouse required to use power ups..

But it's good to see a game like Wipeout about.
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